
100th ANNIVERSARY BRIEF SAC 
General 

This kit fits: 

• 1982 and later XL with Low Upright, H-D Backrest Pad, and 
rack 53711-96 or 56467-88A. 

• 1991 and later FXDIFXDDFXDS-Conv models with low or 
stock upright, H-D Backrest Pad. and rack 53711-96 or 
53547-91. 

• 1984 and later FXSTC/S/SB models with stock or low 
uprights. H-D Backrest Pad, and Bobtail fender rack 56466- 
860. 

• 1993 and later FXDWG with stock uprights, H-D Backrest 
Pad, and Bobtail rack 56469-93B or 56495-02. 

• 1984 and later Softails with stock or low uprights ;  H-D 
Backrest Pad. and rack 53465-87B, 56465-86A or 53713-96. 

• 1994 and later FLHR. FLHT with 4-channel luggage rack 
53341-97 or 53391-94 or with detachable luggage rack and 
sissy bar combinations 52805-97 with 53637-96 or 52933-97 
with 53743-97 and rectangular backrest pads 52555-94A, 
52587-94A or 52883-98 

Kit contains 1 brief sac. 

Installation 

1. Unzip the top and bottom zipper on the back of brief case. 
A sissybar cover is attached to the interior of this pocket. 

2. Place the brief case over the sissy bar by sliding the sissy 
bar cover located within the unzippered back pocket over 
your sissy bar. 

3. Run the two straps located ‘within the unzippered pocket 
around the sissy bar support and clip back into the female 
clips located on each side of the sissy bar cover. 

4. Pull the straps tight and the brief case is secured to the 
motorcycle. 

Special Care Instructions 

The 100th Anniversary Medallion is chrome plated. 'A , ith paint 
filled accents and a special hologram surface on the Harley-
Davidson ''Bar and Shield". 

To prevent damage to the medallion surface, do not use 
any detergents, chemical solvents, polishes or abrasive 
cleaning agents. 

To keep this surface in best condition, lightly wipe with a 
Harley-Davidson Micro Fiber cloth, part number 94663-02, 
using clear water or a mild Harley-Davidson cleaner such as: 

• Sum,‘'ash (part number 94659-98), 

• Bug Remover (part number 94657-96) or 

• Harley Gloss (part number 94627-98).  

The sissy bar cover is 
located inside the 
lower zippered pocket 
of the brief sac. Slip 
the sissy bar cover 
over the sissy bar. A - 
similar sissy bar cover 
is shown for 
illustration purposes. 
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Figure 1. Similar sissy bar cover 

Figure 2. Place Brief Sac over Sissy bar 
(straps will hang down) 

Figure 3. Fasten straps around sissy bar and into the 
female clips located on the side of the sissy bar cover 


